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Domain is also referred to as "the commons" or "the great emptiness." There is a reason that it is hard to
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A: This is because you didn't save the file with the.txt extension, but without. When you saved it in the
program, you typed a filename.txt, therefore you didn't get the file extension. US Secretary of State John Kerry
| STR/AFP/Getty Images Kerry: North Korea could attack US with nuclear weapons as early as May ‘As early as
May’ the US could be a target of ‘a very serious provocation,’ says Kerry. "As early as May," U.S. Secretary of
State John Kerry said of the threat of a nuclear strike by North Korea on the United States. The comments, as

Kerry and Secretary of Defense Chuck Hagel sat down with CBS in New York, came as North Korea began
flying a new long-range rocket in violation of U.N. Security Council resolutions. "We could be a target of a very

serious provocation," Kerry said of the North's efforts to test-launch missiles. "And so I will leave it to the
experts to assess and figure out what the range of that could be. The team that is responsible has made it

very clear that the timing of those decisions is not by their own volition. But they have made it clear that the
window is open." Kerry said that with the rocket launch "they have said they are going to continue to push"
that nuclear weapons be used "against the United States." "The fact is, for two years, they have been telling
us that the nuclear program is for peaceful purposes and there is nothing to it. Well, the fact of the matter is
they have made it very clear that if we don't come to the negotiating table with them, they are going to go

forward, they are going to create these opportunities for them to conduct an [aerospace] test launch and take
a real shot at us." The administration is planning more sanctions against North Korea's oil and shipping

industries, and the United States is considering additional measures against North Korea's nuclear and missile
industries, according to people familiar with the matter. The people added that the administration is exploring

other options in preparation for what the people briefed said would be a likely threat of retaliation by North
Korea. The launches appear to be a clear violation of U.N. Security Council resolutions aimed at curtailing

North Korea's nuclear program. The United States and its allies regularly warn that Pyongyang must not be
rewarded for its
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